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Why I
volunteer…
Paul Roe, Footplateman

F

TRACKSIDE takes a look at the people behind the trains.

rom where I went to school in
Peterborough, at that time you were within
sight of the Nene Valley Railway. I remember
seeing Britannia at playtime. So I guess the
interest has come from there – I joined the
railway aged 13.
Orton Mere was only a ten-minute cycle ride
from home, so I’d help Doreen Foster, who ran
the station. I swept the platform, and sold ice
creams and tickets – I blame Doreen a bit for
setting me on the road! Sadly, she died earlier
this year but was able to fulﬁl her wish by
putting her ashes through Bahamas.
When I turned 16 I decided to move onto the
loco side, started off as a cleaner and then made
my way over the years to ﬁreman and driver.
can never really put my ﬁnger on it when
people ask ‘why do you drive steam engines?’
I don’t think there’s actually an answer - I just
really enjoy it.
There’s something about driving an ‘A3’, an
‘A1’, or ‘Number Nine’. I’ve had people ask
for an autograph, just because you’re Flying
Scotsman’s driver. You’re nobody – but to them
you’re the man driving ‘Scotsman’!

still have my ﬁring shovel, and can say ‘ ’ve
used that to ﬁre ‘Number Seven’’. Then when
I became a driver I bought my own lamps, so
now instead of the shovel, I know my lamps have
been on a certain engine.
Then, over 15 years’ ago, I was approached to
take on the Locomotive Department.
We’re about 65 members strong, the largest
department on the railway. On weekdays I’ll
be looking at day-to-day admin: rosters, loco
allocations, crew competency, who’s coming up
for assessment.
It’s a second job to be honest, though
technology means I can deal with e-mails at
coffee breaks. There’s not a day without an
e-mail, or a phone conversation. A couple of
times, engines have broken on the main line
somewhere in our vicinity. Then there’s the call:
‘Can we come in?’
We had ‘Scotsman’ arrive after a ‘hot box’ and
then Tornado after it unfortunately failed on its
90mph trip near Biggleswade. The ‘A1’ took a
while to get to us, whereas ‘Scotsman’ was only
in Peterborough’s West Yard, so it was across
the ladder and then ‘in’.

Then there’s Wansford’s 5in-gauge miniature
railway, which I lead. That opened this summer
and we’re ust ﬁnding our feet; own an ‘08’ and
a ‘Sweet Pea’ 0-4-0TT.
I’ve done a little support crew work as well.
To ride on a footplate at 70mph is immense.
But on the main line you’re gone for three or
four days at a time. That means being away from
work, from the family, the dog… I suppose if I
wasn’t so involved at Wansford I might do more.
So the interest has just evolved. It’s become
bigger and bigger, and I think now ‘if I wasn’t
doing it, what would I be doing?’
‘Real work’ for me is the Cambridgeshire
Constabulary, our local force, though I started
out with the British Transport Police. I was with
them in London from 1993-2005, which was
great; we had the free run of depots, so could
often see steam.
As you might expect, I do get a bit of ‘stick’
at work. But then the same people ask: ‘Can I
come for a ride?’
Or, ‘If I bring the kids down, can you show
them the engine?’
All of a sudden you’re a hero again.

I’ve had people ask
for an autograph,
just because you’re
Flying Scotsman’s
driver.

On the footplate, but in
this case of an engine
that Paul can’t drive
right now: static display
Hunslet 0-6-0ST Jacks
Green. The 1939 built
engine originally worked
at Nassington Ironstone
Quarries, near Wansford.
Tony Streeter
44 TRACKSIDE
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Chime travel

The fairytale has come to an end – ‘Number Nine’s’ active life is over.
David Wilcock presents a personal tribute to this most loved of main
line engines – from the Forth Bridge to sleeping on the footplate.

T

he bulletin from the East Lancashire Railway
on Tuesday 5 October came with all the
comfort and solace of a dustpan full of
broken glass shards.
An unambiguous message on the Bury line’s
website read: “Unfortunately, ‘A4’ No. 60009
Union of South Africa has been removed from
service following the discovery of issues with
boiler tubes. Given the location of the tubes,
and the fact that the locomotive has only a
short time left on its current boiler certiﬁcate,
a repair of the locomotive is not deemed viable.
We intend to have 60009 on display at Bury
(Bolton Street) station during the Autumn
Steam Gala (15-17 October) which provides the
opportunity to see the locomotive one last time
before it goes into retirement elsewhere.”
Steam enthusiasts know better than most that
‘nothing is forever’. Yet ‘Number Nine’ with its
wondrous back-catalogue of boiler certiﬁcate
extensions, reprieves and extended main line
running consents, had somehow led us half
way to believing another ‘Houdini act’ could
still be pulled from the bag. At the 13th hour, if
required.
The mirror of reality tells a different story.
After 2,000,486 miles, 54 years in the caring hands
of mercurial owner John Cameron and 29 years
before that in the service of BR and the LNER, this
most loved of main line locomotives has turned its
wheels in anger for the very last time.
Most loved? Alright, it’s a sweeping statement,
and those with other afﬁliations will no doubt
have other ideas. Yet the unmissable warmth
and passion of Cameron and his loyal support
crew over half a century, their willingness to
‘share’ the ‘Paciﬁc’ with anyone who displayed an
interest, their record of ‘keeping ‘Nine’ running’
in the most testing circumstances, and especially
the un inching adherence to ‘BR racing green’
that massages fondly-held memories of ‘A4s’
back in the 1960s, surely elevates Union of South
Africa to the pinnacle of our affections.
ﬁ nd it hard to believe that almost ﬁ ve
years have now slipped by since I wrote the
news item announcing that John Cameron had
decided to retire Union of South Africa – and
his ‘K4’ No. 61994 The Great Marquess – to
a ‘static’ existence at a visitor centre to be
built at Balbuthie, his 400-acre farm near
St. Monans in Fife.

I talk to her, y’know
Dave, and I have cried for
her many times
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EAST COAST SPECIAL
One proud Scotsman, in the cab of his cherished
locomotive, upon arrival at Tweedbank during the
Waverley Route (northern section) re-openings in
2015. Every bit as passionate about ‘Number Nine’
today as he was when he bought the locomotive from
BR in 1967, John Cameron has invested untold sums
in keeping the engine running through this last halfcentury – but it was always about the life experience.
Discussing his plans to retire his ‘A4’ and ‘K4’ No. 61994
The Great Marquess to his Balbuthie Farm, he reasoned
in 2017: “While I could put both engines through
overhaul for another seven-year main line ticket, who
is going to write out a seven-year ticket for me?”
In October, almost simultaneous with the
announcement that ‘Nine’ had run for the last time,
came the awful news that John (now 83) was in Dundee
Hospital, having fallen from a ladder while cutting
branches from a tree, and suffering multiple fractures.
Little more than a week later, the resilient Cameron
was telling staff he was ready to get back to work; the
hospital had other ideas! David Wilcock
Aberdeen Flyer!
Memories of the Glasgow
‘Three Hour’ expresses as
‘Union’ breasts the initial
1-in-96 out of its former
home city to Ferryhill
Junction and under the now
sadly dismantled gantry
signals. It’s an undated
from the 1970s – can
anyone provide speciﬁc
details of the tour? The
‘Granite City’ name was
ﬁrst used on trains in
1906 – in BR days it was
well known as one of the
connections from Glasgow
Buchanan Street. Dick Manton
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Fab Four

There were once 101 ‘Hymeks’. Just a handful now survive
– but you might still see a double-header next year.
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‘Hymek’ No. D7017, Old Oak
Common, September 2017… Tony Streeter

… and a sad but hopeful mirror of the
below. Now just No. 7017, the former
D7017 lies surplus at Old Oak Common
in July 1975. But the DEPG has already
marked it ‘preserved’, with the
instruction to ‘take no parts’. Behind is
fellow ‘Hymek’ No. 7029, now with the
DTG, while Class 50 No. 50033 (right)
has also been saved and is under the
care of the Class 50 Alliance (T2). Who
would have thought that 50-odd years
later, it is Old Oak rather than the
locomotives that has gone?
A Gray/Colour-Rail

S

“

adly, I don’t think we’ll ever see a main
line ‘Hymek’ in my lifetime.” So says
TRACKSIDE contributor Pip Dunn.
“Their medium power output rules them out
on heavy loads, though they’d be popular if it did
ever happen. Just imagine – a pair of them on
the South Devon Banks! Only having vacuumbrakes doesn’t help, either.”
Why are ‘Hymeks’ thought of so fondly?
After all, only a decade went by between the
ﬁrst being launched, in 1961, and the start of
withdrawals; and all 101 locomotives had gone
from revenue-earning service by March 1975.
But then, when you look at No. D7017
here (picture, left), do you really need to ask
why they’re popular? Snazzy styling, a bright
eye-catching livery… BR’s diesel-hydraulic
‘Type 3’ arguably had a bit more panache than its
diesel-electric ‘competition’, the Class 37.
Plus, these days there’s a rarity factor.
Whereas a handful of English Electric ‘Type 3s’
are still around on the railway and more than 30
are preserved, just four of the Western Region’s
Class 35s now exist.
It followed a career based on the WR in a
‘subsidiary’ role to the perhaps more glamorous
‘Warships’ and ‘Westerns’ – albeit one that also
took the 1,700hp B-Bs away from classic GWR
territory; up the Lickey Incline as bankers, onto
the Great Central, and over former Southern
home counties lines.
Like their larger relatives, the ‘Hymeks’ were
based around German diesel-hydraulic technology.
Their construction consortium, Beyer Peacock
(Hymek), not only involved the famous Manchester
locomotive builder, but also Bristol Siddeley and
Stone-Platt. Those two ﬁrms had the licences
to make Maybach diesel engines and Mekydro
transmissions, respectively.
Primarily, the locomotives’ withdrawal when
still so young was down to a decision by BR
to drop diesel-hydraulics as ‘non-standard’ to
concentrate on just diesel-electric traction.
That also meant that the ‘35s’ disappeared while
diesel preservation was in its real infancy.
However, whereas BR effectively abandoned
hydraulic transmission for locomotives (though
not DMUs), that wasn’t the case in the country
that supplied the technology: running with the
same MD870 engine, the West German ‘V 160s’
(Class 216s) proved highly successful. Some of
the successor Class 218s still run today.
tracksidemag.co.uk 63
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